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Abstract—e-mail has become an important means of
electronic communication but the viability of its usage is
marred by Un-solicited Bulk e-mail (UBE) messages.   UBE
consists of many types like pornographic, virus infected
messages, ‘cry-for-help’ messages as well as fake and
fraudulent offers/advertisements/promotions of stocks and
shares, jobs, winnings, and medicines. UBE poses technical
and socio-economic challenges to usage of e-mails. To meet
this challenge and combat this menace,   we need to
understand UBE. Towards this end, a content-based textual
analysis of more than 3100 stocks and shares-advertising un-
structured UBE documents is presented. The paper is aimed
at polarity determination of such UBE through its sentiment
analysis. Technically, this is an application of Opinion
Mining approached with help of Text Parsing, Tokenization,
BOW and VSDM techniques. Sentiment Analysis is used to
determine the polarity of the document because such UBE
contain opinion of the spammer about specific stock symbol
of share market. The Sentiment-depicting words are
analyzed in the UBE corpus, scaled and extremes of positive
and negative opinions are identified.   An attempt has been
made for polarity-based distribution of such UBE. It has
been found that for almost 50% of cases, the opinions
expressed through such UBE have positive polarity, almost
30% cases are negatively opined whereas almost 20% cases
contain neutral opinion.  To the best knowledge and based on
review of related literature, determination of UBE polarity
using Opinion Mining for understanding spammer behaviour
is a new concept.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increase  in usage and availability of Internet,
there has been a tremendous increase in usage of e-mail.
It has proved to be an important medium of cheap and fast
electronic communication. But the same thing that has
increased its popularity as a communication medium has
also proved to be a source of non-personal, non-time
critical, multiple, similar and un-solicited messages
received in bulk. This type of message is called
Unsolicited Bulk e-mail (UBE) and is known by various
other names like Spam e-mail, Junk e-mail and
Unsolicited Commercial e-mail (UCE). The spread of
UBE has posed not only technical problems but has also
posed major socio-economic threats. Also, the definition
of spam e-mail is ‘relative’ [4], [10], [16]. This means to
say that all e-mails going to the spam folder may not be
spam for a person – same as all e-mails going to inbox
may not be ham (i.e. non-spam) e-mails. Further, all spam
e-mail is not harmful, some is just annoying [2], [6], [12].

UBE incidences range from fake job offers, fake

medicines, ‘get-rich-quick’ schemes and virus-infected
UBE to Pornography. Still another category of UBE
consists of mails which aim at advertising stocks and
shares. These mails try to impress upon the recipient that
certain share or one corresponding to certain stock symbol
should be purchased immediately because its price is
presently low and going to increase soon. Analogically,
spammers also often try to emphasize that certain share
should be immediately sold as its price is soon going to
reduce. In general, this kind of UBE attempt to promise
higher return and increased profit before the so-called
news is available with media. The prompt in such UBE
for a stock symbol of share market is typically supported
by false promises regarding the heavy profit returns that
the now purchase and later sale of share will provide.

In past, researchers have worked in direction of
understanding the spam for combating it [1], [8], [23].
Through the present work also, it is believed that the first
step in combating spam is to understand spam. A distinct
idea proposed in this paper is that the best way of
understanding spam is to analyze it. Most importantly,
spam can be differentiated by content [18] and this paper
targets content-based analysis of un-structured UBE
documents which aim to advertise for promotions of
stocks and shares. Such UBE contain the spammers’
opinion regarding the purchase or sale of stocks and
shares. The analysis of spammer’s opinion involves
Natural Language Processing (NLP) through Sentiment
Analysis. Further, advanced analysis of sentiments comes
into play when they are associated with a numeric value
and scaled. The present work uses this approach and goes
on to calculate individual UBE’s sentimental value as well
as the sentimental value of the corpus. This in turn helps
to determine the polarity of the document and corpus as
being any of positive, neutral or negative.

The basic structure of spam e-mail message is same as
of ham e-mail, consisting of ‘header’ and ‘body’ parts. In
this paper, the spam e-mail is  treated as un-structured
because in addition to consideration of contents of
structured ‘header’ part, content analysis of ‘body’ part is
also proposed. The structure of ‘body’ part is not fixed
with respect to number of words, lines, format, etc. and
hence UBE is treated as an un-structured document. From
a  technical perspective, textual content analysis of web
data using UBE documents is a Text Parsing and
Tokenization task and the present work proposes to solve
it using Bag of Words (BOW) and Vector Space
Document Model approach.
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II. RELATED LITERATURE SURVEY

As far as, the study of past and contemporary literature
for this field is concerned, this is the first formal attempt
for opinion mining in UBE. The survey of related work
shows that the researchers have made many attempts to
classify e-mails into ham and spam groups. The numbers
of attempts targeted towards classification of spam e-mails
are also there, but very scarce, per se. Kiritchenko et al.
[11] have treated e-mail classification as a special case of
text classification. Gajewski [7] has discussed the use of a
naïve Bayesian classifier based on a BOW representation
of an e-mail.

Threat Research and Content Engineering (TRACE)
group of Marshal Ltd. states that gathering data about
spam involves capturing and analyzing a great deal of it
[20]. The TRACE Team broadly categorizes spam into
nine types, of which the category called ‘Stock’ forms a
major bulk. They believe that such e-mails advertise
stocks or pretend to offer insider knowledge on company
stocks. These are the “pump and dump” schemes where
spammers make up fantastic news about real companies in
the hope that one will buy the company’s stock and inflate
the price. The spammers then sell their own stock in the
company as the price is artificially inflated. The stock
price typically falls heavily shortly afterwards, leaving
unsuspecting investors out-of-pocket.

The researchers working with the knujon.com website
believe that there are many different kinds of Junk e-mail
and understanding the difference and details of each kind
helps fight the problem [1]. It has recognized UBE based
on its type. In the category titled ‘Financial’ they include,
UBE dealing with stock market manipulation through
pump and dump schemes. Hampton [9] and Zahren [25]
have also highlighted bulk e-mails advertising and
recommending about stocks as UBE. McAfee,  a leading
anti-spam provider, has claimed that stocks related UBE
constitute 3% of the total UBE bulk [13]. Another leading
anti-spam provider, Sophos, has claimed that the amount
of such bulk is 9% [19].

Related work in the sentiment analysis and polarity
determination through opinion mining can be
distinguished mainly by   the granularity of analyzed
entities in the  studied texts, which includes Word level,
Sentence or Phrase level and Document level. According
to Osherenko [14], Opinion mining at the document level
uses statistical approaches and aims at classification of
documents according to their emotional meaning. The
comparison of present work with that of Osherenko is best
stated given the fact that the current work too considers
Opinion Mining at document level but the focus here is
not specific to emotional meaning of the words in the
document. Turney [21] describes an approach to
classifying reviews. The approach uses the Pointwise
Mutual Information – Information Retrieval (PMI-IR)
measure to detect the semantic orientation of subjective
phrases. A review is considered as recommended if the
most subjective phrases are classified as positive, and not
recommended, otherwise. When compared with present

work, the present work too considers a UBE to be
positively polarized if more positively scaled words are
found in the document. The difference, though, also exists
because instead of two categories viz. ‘recommended’ and
‘not recommended’, the present work considers three
categories viz. ‘positively polarized’, ‘negatively
polarized’ and a specially distinctive category in our work,
called ‘neutral polarity’. Other works where such two
categories only are proposed include the works of Yi et al.
[22], Yu et al. [24] and Finn et al. [5]. Yi et al. [22]
introduce an approach to opinion mining that classifies
subjective phrases as positive or negative in topic or non-
topic documents. The positive or negative orientation of
documents is evaluated similarly to the naïve algorithm as
the count of the exceeding affective votes. Yu et al. [24]
describe an approach to opinion mining that classifies
documents from Wall Street Journal. Finn et al. [5] also
describe usage of opinion mining for classifying
documents as subjective or objective, or as positive or
negative.

Pang et al. [15] classify documents using unigrams,
bigrams and   the Parts-Of-Speech tags’ features. The
approach extracts unigrams and evaluates them either as
‘Frequency Vector’ or as ‘Presence Vector’. The present
work is different from their work because the present
employs only the usage of unigrams towards obtaining the
BOW representation of the UBE documents. Another
difference is that the current work uses only ‘Frequency
Vector’ during the Feature Extraction and Feature
Selection stage of the methodology.

The present work acknowledges    the work of all
researchers who have worked in this area and uses an
approach that derives from multiple inputs. The
tokenization used in present work is not case-sensitive.
This means that a word appearing in any combination of
lower-case or upper-case letters is  treated as the same
word. Also, the tokenization considered in present work
uses ‘Unigrams’ and these are not subjected to
‘Lemmatization’ and ‘Stemming’. Pang et al. [15] have
shown that classification improvement does not take place
by using datasets with bigrams in comparison to the
datasets with unigrams and hence the present work
extracts only unigrams as features. Further, Pang et al.
[15] have shown that combinations of unigrams and their
POS tags also do not improve classification results.
Consequently we do not use this combination also and
proceed with unigrams only. The next section on
Methodology provides  a detailed description of the steps
followed towards meeting the objective of present work.

III. PROBLEM SOLVING METHODOLOGY

The main aim of the present work was to determine the
polarity of the corpus formed of UBE which advertise
stocks and shares. Towards this end, a five-stage approach
was followed. The block diagram  in Fig. 1 presents the
entire process diagrammatically. For the sake of
simplicity and better understanding of the methodology,
the current section is divided into five major sub-sections
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as depicted below:

A. Data Collection & Clustering
B. Data Pre-processing & Cleaning
C. Feature Extraction & Feature Selection

D. Identification of Sentiments & their Numeric
Association (Scaling)
E. Calculation of UBE’s Sentimental Value (USV)

Fig. 1 Diagrammatic Representation of Methodology

A. Data Collection & Clustering

The first step was to collect various UBE documents of
all types together. A total of 40 e-mail addresses were
used for collecting the required data. Another 18 websites
providing online archives of UBE were also used for data
collection. This formed a text corpus amounting to
approximately 1.5 GB of data-size and consisted of 30074
UBE documents. To prevent the data from ‘contributor
bias’ [3], it was sourced from different locations and at
different  times from e-mail addresses owned by different
persons.

As a next step,  the data clusters were identified. For
this, a hierarchical divisive clustering approach was used.

In this approach all the UBE documents formed one text
corpus of a single cluster. The process of clustering was
based on the analysis of the contents of UBE documents in
the text corpus. This text corpus was processed to yield 2
clusters in such a way that one cluster contained the stocks
and shares-advertising UBE whereas the other cluster
contained the UBE which did not advertise the stocks and
shares. The cluster comprising stocks and shares-
advertising UBE was the cluster of interest and the number
of instances in it was 3129, which amounted to nearly 70
MB of data size. Given the inherent in-secure nature of
UBE documents, a noteworthy   thing here is that the
collection of such UBE is a difficult process. The
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intention of this work was to create a corpus of UBE
which advertise or promote buying or selling of stocks and
shares. The task of data collection was eased by the fact
that most of these kind of UBE have an explicitly subject
line which makes it easy to identify the category of UBE
under question. Besides inherent naïve approach for
categorization of UBE, the spam filters provided by the e-
mail providers also helped the work by confirming the
categorization, by actually classifying the UBE under the
spam folder.
B. Data Pre-processing & Cleaning

The main motive of this phase was to clean the data. At
this stage, the collected text-files in the UBE corpora were
pre-processed by removing ‘obvious noise’ from them and
converting them in a common format. By ‘obvious noise’,
the present work means, the location and site specific data
slipped into the UBE documents when sourced from
different locations, e.g. website name. This data-cleaning
is also required for making the data ready for further
processing – specifically, easing the subsequent phase of
feature extraction.
C. Feature Extraction & Feature Selection

This is the most important and bulkiest phase of data-
processing. The types of operations done during this
phase are often referred to as ‘Feature Extraction’ and
‘Feature Selection’ by the research literature of text
analysis and text mining. Here, the corpus of stocks and
shares-advertising UBE was picked. The corpus under
consideration is actually formed of UBE which are
eventually text documents. For each text document,
sentence-splitting was performed in order to treat it as a
Bag Of Words (BOW). In BOW representation of a text
document, lexis or terms or tokens in the document are
identified with words in the document. Hence this
representation is also called Set of Words (SOW) [17].
Next, Syntactic Text Analysis by Parsing the UBE
document, for extraction of Tokens, was performed.

In English language the tokens are words [26] and the
act of breaking the text into tokens is called Tokenization.
As a next step, the numbers of unique tokens in each UBE
were counted. This resulted in each document being
represented as sub-set of Vector Space Document Model
(VSDM). A vector corresponding to each UBE in this
model is 2-dimensional, consisting of unique tokens and
their frequency and is sorted on frequency column in
descending order. This resulted in a total number of 3129
vectors, one each for the 3129 UBE in  the cluster of
interest.

Further, the UBE vectors are designed not to include
stop-words. Special kinds of stop-words considered in this
paper are Domain stop-words. These are the words which
are statistically irrelevant in the context of current research
work because of their presence in both clusters, i.e. cluster
formed of stocks and shares-advertising UBE and the
cluster formed of UBE not containing such
advertisements. Hence, the entire stop-list considered by
us, consists of following four types of stop-words:

a) HTML stop-words e.g. html, body, img
b) Generic stop-words e.g. his, thus, hence

c) Noise stop-words e.g. isdfalj, asdfwg
d) Domain stop-words e.g. salary, academy, phone
As a final step towards simplification of data

processing, a single vector from the 3129 vectors of UBE
documents was created. This 2-dimensional vector
consisted of 20276 unique tokens and was sorted on the
frequency count of tokens in descending manner. The
number of tokens in this single vector was naturally less
than the sum of number of tokens in each of 3129 vectors.
The frequency count for a given token in this vector is the
aggregate sum of the frequency count of the token in the
3129 vectors. This means to say that those vectors which
do not contain the given token, contribute a value of zero
towards the aggregate sum. Next, the motive was to keep
only the desired lexis in this vector of extracted lexis. As
the stop-words were already removed, this was a second
level of refinement of the vector. For this, all lexis of
length greater than 30 were removed as they were not
deemed to be of statistical relevance. The frequency of 1
in the aggregated vector is an indication that the token has
appeared only 1 time in 3129 documents. As a result, all
those tokens with a frequency of  1 were also removed.
The numbers of lexis with length greater than 30 and with
frequency of 1 were 3 and 10628 respectively. The
removal of such words resulted in  the highly refined
selected lexis set of 9645 lexis. Table I presents a snap-
shot of this lexis set wherein serial number (Sr. No.)
coincides with vector’s index number 1 to 10.

Table I Snap-shot of Tokens obtained in Feature
Selection

Sr. No. Token Frequency
1 NYSE 8779
2 NASDAQ 7886
3 ANNUALIZED 4323
4 FUTURES 4301
5 CRUDE 2607
6 TOOL 2529
7 ESTIMATES 2441
8 VOLATILITY 1804
9 LOGON 1786

10 PSIZE 1345

D. Identification of Sentiments & their Numeric
Association (Scaling)

During this phase of the methodology, further
processing of the refined set of selected features consisting
of 9645 words, was performed. The motive of present
work was polarity determination. So, at this juncture, only
first 431 words out of this refined lexis set were selected
for identification of the sentiments. The identified words
are phrased as ‘sentiment-depicting words’. Further, the
phrases ‘sentiment’ and ‘sentiment-depicting words’ have
been used interchangeably for in current paper. There
were two main reasons that influenced the decision of
selecting only first 431 words as sentiments.   First reason
was that the lexis set was sorted on frequency of the words
in descending order and so selection of first ‘n’ words was
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not out-of-order. The descending order sorting of the list
ensured that the keywords of the corpus are considered
appropriately. The second reason owed to the actual
frequency of the words, which for first word was 8779 and
for 431st word was 100. The decision of not going
beyond the frequency of 100 was due to the concern of
preventing the sentiment selection from dilution.

Another noteworthy thing here is that the selection of
sentiments from a given list of words is ‘context-specific’.
This means to say that the same word identified as having
positive sentiment in current context may depict a negative
sentiment in some other context. Also, identification of
only positive and negative sentiment-depicting words was
done during actual processing of lexis set.

Table II Snap-shot of Scaling of Positive, Neutral and Negative Sentiments

Sr.
No.

Positive Neutral Negative
Sentiment Value Sentiment Value Sentiment Value

1 ADVANCING 3 ANALYSTS 0 CAUTIONED -4
2 ANTICIPATES 1 ANNUALIZED 0 DECLINED -5
3 CLIMBED 5 CONSERVATIVE 0 DISCLOSES -1
4 EXPLODE 5 CUMULATIVE 0 EXPENSE -2
5 MOMENTUM 4 FUTURES 0 LOWS -5
6 ROCKET 4 SPREADS 0 NEGOTIATIONS -2
7 VERGE 2 TERRITORY 0 RECESSION -3

The word to which neither of these two sentiments was
assigned was deemed to depict a neutral sentiment. Of the
431 words chosen for sentiment analysis, 42 words were
found to have positive  sentiment, 36 words had negative
sentiment while the remaining 353 words depicted a
neutral sentiment in current context. Table II presents an
un-ordered snap-shot of 7 words of each category.

As a next step, scaling was done for positive and
negative sentiments. Each of the words with positive
sentiment was associated with a numeric value within the
range 1 to 5. The associated value of 5 with a word
indicated that the word depicts a most positive sentiment.
As movement from 5 to 1 takes place, the strength of
positive-ness of the sentiment goes on decreasing. The
same procedure was also done for the words with negative
sentiments. The only difference between the two cases
was that for negative words, the range of numeric value
was from -5 to -1; -5 being the representative of the most
negative sentiment. Table II presents an instance of
various scale values assigned to the sentiments. The value
of 0 was not considered in either of positive or negative
ranges and was left to be assigned to words with neutral
sentiment. Moreover, the numeric values associated with
the sentiments were discrete and the words depicting
neutral sentiment were ignored as they were not believed
to be of any statistical significance to the present work.
Table III An Example of Calculation of USV for a UBE

Sr.
No.

Sentiment f v f x v

1 ALBERTA 1 0 0
2 ANNOUCEMENTS 1 0 0
3 BRAINER 1 0 0
4 EXPLODE 3 5 15
5 PETROLEUM 2 -3 -6
6 ROUGHLY 1 0 0

Total 6 - - USV=9

An important point to be noted here is that the

sentiments were not associated with a numeric value,
based on the frequency of the sentiments. This logical rule
was followed while assigning numeric value to positive as
well as negative sentiments. For instance, for case of
positive sentiments the word with maximum frequency
was not associated with numeric value of 5 just because its
frequency is highest among the positive sentiments. The
association of numeric value was done on the literal and

contextual sense conveyed by the word during the textual
analysis of the UBE.
E. Calculation of UBE’s Sentimental Value (USV)

As a final phase of methodology, each UBE in the
corpus of 3129 stocks and shares-advertising UBE was
processed to find UBE’s Sentimental Value (USV). For
this processing, a UBE is considered and treated as BOW.
After removal of various stop words, a unique lexis set
was formed for the UBE and USV was calculated based
on the aggregate sum of numeric values already associated
with positive and negative sentiments found in document
under consideration. The same procedure was applied,
similarly, to all other documents also, one by one. Table
III has five columns and depicts a randomly selected
instance of calculation of USV for  a UBE containing 6
sentiments. The second and third columns respectively
contain the sentiments and their corresponding frequency
(f) in this UBE. The fourth column contains the
sentiment’s actual value (v) whereas the fifth column
contains the  sentiment’s value for UBE under question.
The fifth column  is obtained by product of frequency of
sentiment and sentiment’s associated numeric value. The
sum of these products for a UBE gives its USV.

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS

The motive of present work was to determine the
polarity of stocks and shares-advertising UBE by using the
Opinion Mining approach. The opinions in 3129 UBE
were mined, sentiments were identified, sentiments were
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Sr. No. UBE No. USV
1 UBE 1 20
2 UBE 2 -2
3 UBE 3 -14
… … …

3129 UBE 3129 26

scaled and finally each UBE’s sentimental value was
calculated.

Table IV No. of UBE with Different Polarities
Sr.
No.

UBE Polarity No. of
UBE

1 Positive 1535

2 Neutral

Non-calculated
USV

536

624
Calculated USV 88

3 Negative 970

Total 3 3129

It was found that out of 3129 UBE, there were 536 UBE
which did not contain any of the positive or negative
sentiments identified by us. This kind of UBE is termed
as ‘UBE with non-calculated USV’. Of  the remaining,
(3129 – 536 =) 2593 UBE, the USV for 88 UBE (i.e. with
calculated USV) summed to a value of 0. The treatment
of these (536 + 88 =) 624 UBE is as those having neutral
polarity.   Further, there were 1535 UBE which had USV
greater than zero and hence positive polarity.

Fig. 2 USV based Polarity Distribution among UBE

Similarly, there were 970 UBE which had negative
polarity. These results are summarized in Table IV and
presented diagrammatically through Fig. 2. From Fig. 2, it
is clear that almost 50% of the UBE are designed by
spammers in such a way that its polarity is neutral but at
the same time next major bulk is formed of UBE with
positive polarity. Using the USV of each UBE, the
corpus’s sentimental value (CSV) was also calculated and
was found to be 5471.

Table V Schematic of Calculation of Corpus
Sentimental Value

Total 3129 CSV=5471

Table V depicts the process of calculation of CSV
schematically. Further, the most positive UBE had USV
of 140 whereas the most negative UBE had USV of -62.
USV of next two most positive UBE were 126 and 102
whereas those of next two most negative UBE were -61
and -57.

V. CONCLUSION

The contents of 3129 stocks and shares-advertising UBE
messages were analyzed and after removal of stop words
and refinement,  it resulted in 9645 unique words. Out of
this, further 431 words were identified as sentiment-
depicting words. These words in turn were associated
with a numeric value by scaling them in range from -5 to
+5. Using this scale, USV for each UBE in the corpus of
3129 documents containing opinions, was calculated.

Based on results and findings, it is concluded that the
stocks and shares-advertising UBE have a wide difference
towards expression of opinions. This means to say that the
opinion expressed in such a UBE ranges from extreme
positive to extreme negative polarity. It is further
concluded that for almost 50% of cases, the opinions
expressed through stocks and shares-advertising UBE
have positive polarity. Further, for almost 30% cases,
such UBE are negatively opined whereas for almost 20%
of cases they contain neutral opinion. Overall, it is
concluded that a corpus of such UBE is positively
polarized. Hence, it is concluded that the intention of the
spammer through this type of UBE is more to promote the
sale of the stocks and shares epitomized in the UBE
instead of promoting the purchase of such stocks and
shares. Put in other words, the spammer wants that the
recipient of such UBE should immediately buy the stock
or share characterized in the UBE.

The results, findings and inferences provided here are
best reported on the data used for analysis. The present
work does not vote in favor or disfavor of purchase or sale
of any specific stock or share. The present work also does
not believe in promoting such profit-makings through use
of bulk e-mailing in form of UBE. Further, the intention
of present work is not to encourage or discourage  the use
of any word for UBE. The present work just reports the
results based on the determination of polarity among the
stocks and shares-advertising UBE. This is a sincere
attempt to express the apprehension over such fake UBE
and bring about alertness against and mitigate the threat of
such luring offers. The present work is an insight into the
study of usage of opinions for messaging in general and
spamming in the stocks and shares-advertising domain, in
specific. In future, it is planned to put the current findings
in use for designing opinion mining approach-using
language-neutral text based content filter for UBE.
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